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ABSTRACT
Neurogenic orthostatic hypotension (nOH) is a
sustained fall in blood pressure upon standing
that frequently affects patients with neurodegenerative diseases (e.g., Parkinson disease) and
manifests with symptoms such as lightheadedness and dizziness upon standing. nOH can
severely affect patients by increasing the risk of
falls and injuries and by decreasing functionality, independence, and quality of life. However,
the condition is often under-recognized because
of many factors, including the nonspecific nature of the symptoms, patient comorbidities,
and patients’ reluctance to discuss their symptoms with their healthcare providers. Increased
awareness of the burden of nOH and recognition of potential barriers to efficient diagnosis
may lead to improved clinical outcomes and
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better quality of life for patients. To better
understand the manifestations and real-life
impact of living with nOH symptoms, perspectives from a patient with nOH and his caregiver
(wife) are provided, along with key findings
from a published survey of patients and caregivers on the burden of nOH. In addition,
insights and advice on a practical approach for
diagnosing, educating, and treating patients
with nOH are outlined.

PLAIN LANGUAGE SUMMARY
This article discusses what neurogenic orthostatic hypotension (nOH) is, its symptoms, and
how patients and healthcare providers (HCPs)
can work together to manage nOH symptoms.
What is nOH? People with neurologic disorders, like Parkinson disease, may also have a
separate condition called nOH. nOH occurs
when blood pressure drops too much when
standing up after sitting or lying down. What
are the symptoms of nOH, and how can they
affect people’s lives? Most often, people with
nOH report feeling lightheaded, faint, or dizzy
when standing up. Other symptoms of nOH
include pain in the shoulders and neck, trouble
thinking clearly, tiredness, or blurry vision. The
symptoms of nOH can cause falls and injuries.
Because of nOH symptoms, people may be
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unable to do daily activities and may feel worried or anxious. What do patients and HCPs
need to know when discussing nOH symptoms? A survey showed that patients may not
talk about their nOH symptoms with their HCPs
unless symptoms are severe, and that patients
can find receiving a diagnosis of nOH challenging. Patients can track nOH symptoms in a
daily journal to use in discussions with their
HCPs. How can HCPs help patients with
nOH? HCPs can ask patients with underlying
neurologic disorders about symptoms that
occur on standing and confirm a diagnosis of
nOH by comparing the patient’s blood pressures measured lying down and after standing
up. HCPs can provide information about lifestyle changes and medications that are available
to manage nOH symptoms.

Keywords: Caregiver; Healthcare providers;
Neurogenic orthostatic hypotension; Parkinson
disease; Patient perspective; Quality of life;
Symptom burden
Key Summary Points
Neurogenic orthostatic hypotension
(nOH) commonly occurs in patients with
neurodegenerative diseases (e.g.,
Parkinson disease) as a consequence of
autonomic nervous system dysfunction.
Patients with nOH may experience severe
and burdensome symptoms, which can
result in functional impairment and
decreased quality of life.
Patients may not recognize nOH and
instead attribute their symptoms to the
underlying neurologic condition (e.g.,
Parkinson disease).
By increasing healthcare providers’
awareness about recognizing, diagnosing,
and managing nOH, clinical outcomes
and quality of life in the patients they
treat may be improved.

Treatment of nOH symptoms using nonpharmacologic and pharmacologic
options may help improve patients’
ability to perform daily activities and
increase their sense of well-being.

INTRODUCTION
Aging is associated with an increased likelihood
of synucleinopathies (e.g., Parkinson disease
[PD]) [1], which can result in autonomic dysfunction [2]. A common consequence of this
autonomic dysfunction is neurogenic orthostatic hypotension (nOH), a condition in which
orthostatic blood pressure (BP) drops [3].
Healthcare providers (HCPs) may frequently
encounter patients with nOH, but the condition may be under-recognized and, consequently, undertreated in clinical practice,
despite its severe functional and psychosocial
effects on patients [4]. HCPs caring for patients
with PD and other neurodegenerative conditions can play a fundamental role in the
recognition of nOH because of their frequent
and in-depth interactions with these patients
and their caregivers. However, patients may be
unaware of or reluctant to discuss their nOH
symptoms with their HCPs. Greater understanding of these communication barriers and
ways to overcome these challenges, especially
among HCPs practicing in neurology settings,
may lead to more timely diagnosis of nOH and
improved patient outcomes.

SYMPTOMS OF nOH AND THEIR
EFFECT
The cardinal symptoms of nOH are dizziness
and lightheadedness; however, the BP reduction
and resulting organ hypoperfusion associated
with nOH can cause a variety of nonspecific
symptoms, including cognitive difficulties, neck
and shoulder pain, fatigue, and visual disturbances [2]. The burden of nOH was examined in
a survey of 363 patients with an underlying
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autonomic failure diagnosis and a formal diagnosis of nOH/orthostatic hypotension (OH) or
characteristic signs and/or symptoms of nOH/
OH (e.g., low BP, dizziness/lightheadedness),
and 128 caregivers of such patients. In this
survey, between 20 and 40% of patients reported persistently experiencing these types of
symptoms (i.e., multiple times a day when
moving to a sitting or standing position) [4].
nOH symptoms can increase the risk for falls
and related injuries, a particular concern in
older persons [2]. In the above-mentioned nOH
burden survey, nearly 60% of patients and 80%
of caregivers reported C 1 patient fall in the
previous year [4]. Although falls due to nOH
symptoms can have direct physical, financial,
and psychosocial consequences (e.g., disability,
mortality, increased healthcare costs, fear of
falling, and subsequent limitation of activities)
[2, 5–7], this survey also provided insight into
the overall patient burden of nOH. Most patient
and caregiver respondents ([ 87%) reported
that nOH symptoms impeded the patient’s
ability to perform everyday activities (e.g.,
physical activity/exercise, housework, traveling,
leaving the house) [4]. Further, substantial percentages of patients and caregivers indicated
that nOH symptoms affected patients by
diminishing quality of life, causing a perceived
loss of independence, and changing their lives
drastically (40–75%). Half of patients reported
feeling anxious, worried, depressed, or discouraged because of nOH symptoms [4]. The experience of living with nOH symptoms is
illustrated in the following patient perspective.

PATIENT PERSPECTIVE ON nOH
SYMPTOMS
‘‘Initially, I did not realize that I had nOH. I
would have a tendency to be slow getting started in a movement, getting sleepy during the
day and dozing, overall lethargic feeling, difficult to get motivated.… In the morning in getting dressed and things like that, I would be
frozen, and during the day, I would get sleepy. I
would try to get up and walk around, but it was
hard to get up…. As the day progressed, I
became slower and slower and the symptoms
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were more pronounced.… Sometimes, I would
go to bed at 8:00 pm, which is abnormal for me.
It was difficult to plan things for the evening
after work.… [It was] very hard to get motivated,
and [I had] a desire to just go to bed.… Looking
back on it, I think it had an impact on my
cognitive behavior…. This [led] to depression,
loss of sleep, anxiety, and overall malaise.’’

ROLE OF HCPS IN nOH CARE
Although HCPs treating patients at risk of nOH
are well suited to recognize symptoms and
facilitate discussions regarding nOH with
patients and their caregivers (Fig. 1) [2, 3, 8, 9],
they also need to understand potential communication challenges. Patients with nOH may
hide or minimize their symptoms and not discuss them with their HCP unless the symptoms
are severe [4]. Further, patients may attribute
the symptoms to the underlying neurodegenerative disease or other comorbidities, not realizing that nOH is a separate condition. Others
may be concerned that reporting nOH symptoms or falls could lead to restrictions on their
activities and ability to live independently [2].
Patients may not always be forthcoming
regarding nOH symptoms, and patient survey
data have indicated that patients find the path
to diagnosis challenging. Half of patients with
nOH reported frustration with the diagnostic
process, which may have included multiple
HCP consultations before their eventual diagnosis (43% consulted C 3 HCPs) [4]. Increased
awareness of these issues will better enable
HCPs to diagnose and treat these bothersome
symptoms.
When nOH is suspected, orthostatic vital
signs should be taken to observe whether the BP
drop is indicative of OH (C 20 mmHg systolic
or C 10 mmHg diastolic) [2, 3]. However, individual in-clinic evaluations of orthostatic vitals
might not confirm OH, and an at-home BP and
symptom diary may be required [2]. This diary
should include the time of each BP measurement and accompanying circumstances, such as
recent meals, timing of medications, or exercise. In patients with PD, such a record can also
be used to document ‘‘on’’ and ‘‘off’’ periods of
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1 Stepwise approach to care of patients with nOH
[2, 3, 8, 9]. BP blood pressure, DBP diastolic blood
pressure, FDA US Food and Drug Administration, HR
heart rate, nOH neurogenic orthostatic hypertension, OH
orthostatic hypertension, SBP systolic blood pressure

b Fig.

dopaminergic medication, allowing the HCP a
comprehensive view of the patient’s overall
symptom experience. Even after initial recognition of OH/nOH, continued use of a symptom
diary can be useful to guide and adjust the
treatment plan over time.
Once the presence of OH has been established, HCPs should aim to reduce any nonneurogenic causes of OH (i.e., Fig. 1, Step 4). For
example, the potential contributing effects of
any concomitant medications should be considered. Patients with PD and other synucleinopathies are often treated with medications
such as levodopa (or other dopaminergic
agents) and monoamine oxidase inhibitors that
are associated with hypotensive effects and may
worsen nOH symptoms [2, 10]. Additionally,
many other medications commonly used in
older populations also have hypotensive effects,
including drugs for hypertension, depression,
erectile dysfunction, benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH; alfuzosin or tamsulosin), or hair
loss (minoxidil) [2]. In consultation with the
care team, use of these medications in patients
with nOH should be modified if possible (e.g.,
dose reduction, adjustment of timing of use
[particularly PD medications], discontinuation)
without exacerbating the indicated conditions
[2]. Referral for specialized autonomic function
testing may be appropriate if the diagnosis
continues to be unclear.
When managing nOH symptoms, attaining a
certain standing blood pressure is not necessary;
rather, the goals of treatment should focus on
patient outcomes, including decreasing nOH
symptom burden, mitigating risk of falls and
fall-related injuries, and improving the ability
to function independently in daily activities [2].
The precise treatment choices should be tailored to the individual patient’s needs and circumstances considering both non-pharmacologic
and pharmacologic options.
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Non-pharmacologic measures are an important component of nOH management, but
patients may not recognize or readily implement these measures. For example, waist-high
compression garments are effective for treating
patients with nOH, but patients may be reluctant to wear them because they may find these
compression garments uncomfortable (especially in warmer weather) [2]. Patients may also
be inadequately hydrated from use of diuretics
or self-restricted fluid intake to reduce urinary
urgency or frequency related to stress incontinence, BPH, or other bladder disorders [2, 11].
In these cases, HCPs can educate patients to
encourage compliance and enlist the help of the
caregiver if necessary.
Although non-pharmacologic measures are
often used as the initial approach to treat nOH,
implementing pharmacotherapy is often necessary for adequate relief of symptoms. Droxidopa and midodrine are approved by the US
Food and Drug Administration to treat the
symptoms of nOH and OH, respectively (Fig. 1)
[8, 9]. Other agents (e.g., fludrocortisone, pyridostigmine) are commonly used off-label for
the treatment of nOH [2, 12, 13] but have limited evidence of efficacy based on results from
well-designed trials. Several comprehensive
reviews on the management of nOH have been
published in the past 3 years and are useful
resources for detailed guidance and specific
considerations of individual non-pharmacologic
and
pharmacologic
interventions
[2, 12, 13].

PATIENT PERSPECTIVE ON nOH
CARE
‘‘I attributed all of [the symptoms] to PD. It
became evident that the nOH was causing me to
feel more ‘stuck’ or ‘frozen’ than I would
otherwise feel as a Parkinson’s patient. There is
so much information that [my HCPs] had, and
you just get overwhelmed after a bit and you
don’t necessarily connect the dots that [BP] may
be an issue…as a non-medical person, I don’t
know what factors matter and what to tell [my
HCPs]. Or I might get confused as to why
something is happening. So I just am very
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careful not to put any judgment on what I’m
feeling when I’m telling them my symptoms.
[My HCPs] are very good at asking the same
question several different ways to clarify the
answers.
I would suggest… to keep a journal of BP,
medication changes, environmental changes,
and a detailed account of any changes in how
[you] are feeling and/or functioning… an [HCP]
might be able to look at it and say ‘this guy
could have low blood pressure.’
Once we were able to recognize that nOH
was an issue [and treatment was initiated],
within a few days, I began to perk up, had a
bounce in my step, felt overall motivated to
exercise and take on projects, slept better, and
felt very encouraged. After taking the medication, I’ve been feeling more active and more
resilient. You begin to have hope. The
improvement in energy levels and the decline
of depression and anxiety were great. I felt like
my cognitive skills were returning to preParkinson’s level.’’

CAREGIVER PERSPECTIVE ON nOH
CARE
‘‘I notice a huge difference… his attitude, the
way he’s getting up and down; he’s been much
better. I think he was beginning to think he
couldn’t do stuff. Once [his HCPs] figured it out,
I think his attitude changed.’’

CONCLUSIONS
Patients with nOH may experience burdensome
symptoms, functional impairments, and a
decreased sense of psychosocial well-being.
With increased awareness of the recognition,
diagnosis, and management of nOH, HCPs can
play a key role in improving clinical outcomes
and quality of life in the patients they treat.
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